
Smart training and 
unleashed Human Security 
Intelligence with LUCY 
Security Awareness Suite 

Smarter employees 
Safer companies 

Another LUCY solution 
implemented at:

AT A GLANCE

Industry
Building Materials Group

Challenge
Protection of all employees, 
plants and data while the 
company seems to be a 
target for cybercriminal 
phishers.

Solution
• LUCY Ultra Edition
• Train & Phish Campaigns 

in 30 languages (for 
employees all over the 
world)

Advantages
• Effective human security 

intelligence and work
• Quickly and reliably data
• Entertaining staff 

education
• The variety of options of 

the LUCY Ultra Edition 
gives  great scope for the 
future.

HEIDELBERGCEMENT AG
HeidelbergCement AG is a building
materials group listed in the German
DAX stock exchange index. The
company is one of the top 3 suppliers
of cement, ready-mixed concrete and
aggregates worldwide. The Group is
active in 50 countries, with 50,000
employees and 3,000 locations.

CHALLENGE
"HeidelbergCement is continuously
striving for an excellence in IT security.
Protection of all our employees, plants
and data is essential. Nevertheless,
our company seems to have recently
become a target for cybercriminal
phishers" says Petr Vojtisek, InfoSec
Manager of HeidelbergCement.

Due to the increase in social
engineering attacks and the
previously rather conservative
approach of raising employee
awareness of cyber attacks using
newsletters and static training
content, the decision was made to
rework the Cyber Security Awareness-
concept. This not only foresaw a
effective training of

employees, but the security incidents
reported by the employees should
also be directly included into the
active IT protection measures.

SOLUTION
ON-PREMISE LUCY ULTRA EDITION
WITH TRANSLATION SERVICES AND
ENTERTAINING TRAININGS IN 30
LANGUAGES.

The specification called for a
universally applicable and
configurable platform for reporting
security incidents.
On the training side, multilingual,
modern and fresh ways of imparting
IT security know-how were required,
which HeidelbergCement can also
change independently.

The in-house installed LUCY Ultra
Edition offered the optimal solution
for all requirements. The
configuration options for the security
incident reporting system contained
in it allowed the customer to make the
necessary adaptations. The E-mail
client and the Incident Console for
handling the so-called 'Phishing
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quickly and reliably in order to
adapt the blacklists and
protection systems of
HeidelbergCement to the current
threat situation.
"The Incident Reporting process
in
LUCY brings simplicity and
transparency to email incident
management. In the past, our
users reported perhaps 10
suspicious emails per day. Using
the Phish Button it is over 100
messages that enter the
automated inspection today. Our
IT security benefits directly from
the attention of our employees
and we have quick reaction
time“, says Petr Vojtisek. This
makes the company much more
secure today.

HeidelbergCement now has an
awareness platform that allows
you to train your employees in a

employees to solve a customer
problem. We never had the feeling
of being an 0815 customer and that
is extraordinary", says Pavel
Galatik, InfoSec Engineer of
Heidelberg Cement.

The company conducted an
entertaining training campaign in
around 30 languages shortly after
the launch of LUCY: "The campaign
reached over 30,000 users and the
feedback was really positive", says
Pavel Galatik.

ADVANTAGES
EFFECTIVE HUMAN SECURITY
INTELLIGENCE AND ENTERTAINING
STAFF EDUCATION.
Incident reports by employees have
increased by a factor of 10. With
today's Security Intelligence, the
appropriate data is collected

Reports', which are submitted by
the employees via the Phishing
Button, are also active.

The Ultra Edition also offers
everything the internationally
active company needs on the
training side. Quizzes, videos,
games and interactive courses are
already available in several
languages. The language versions
missing in the product, which were
requested by HeidelbergCement,
were created during the project
phase with the help of a standard
service and the project team
simultaneously corrected the
translation errors in some standard
languages complained about by the
client.

"We were really impressed by the
approach, the willingness of LUCY

Petr Vojtisek
InfoSec Manager of HeidelbergCement

Petr Vojtisek
InfoSec Manager of HeidelbergCement

Pavel Galatik
InfoSec Engeneer of HeidelbergCement

"The Incident Reporting process in LUCY 
brings simplicity and transparency to 
email incident management."



In the past, a lot of this work was
done by the HeidelbergCement
service desk. Today, this is no
longer necessary, the InfoSec
Team does most of the work itself.

Petr Vojtisek and his team feel that
LUCY takes them seriously as a
customer and that they are in good
hands: "Awareness standardization
with LUCY definitely helps us to
fulfill our tasks to the satisfaction
of our employees. Training is no
longer boring and the email
incident reporting process is now
simple, transparent and directly
improves our corporate security.
With the variety of options LUCY
Ultra Edition gives us great scope
for the future”.

HeidelbergCement recognized the
important role of the employees
to protect themselves and the
company against cybercrime -
because criminals never sleep
and they can bet that LUCY doesn’t
either.

flexible and entertaining way.

The entertaining training content
is made available at various
locations outside the LUCY
solution.
The level of awareness among the
staff has reached the point where
employees now point out 'cool'
training content to each other and
share it!

"What I like about LUCY is that I
can take an existing template for
employee awareness and edit it
myself. I can choose a standard
training module and replace the
existing questions with my own
questions. This makes my work
really efficient. And I also like the
fact that I can adapt a phishing
campaign and quickly create a
really good, targeted phishing
simulation for my users.
If necessary, I can even add more
languages myself“, says Pavel
Galatik.
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